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President's Column
Shannon Hengen
(Laurentian University)
Report from the Colleges
Because the ACCUTE office has just distributed a promotional brochure to all college and
university departments of English in Canad~,
I am particularly aware of the word college In
this association's name, wondering of what
value ACCUTE might be to college teachers
of English. And so I spo¥e to two such teachers, Rick Cooper who works both at Cambrian College of Applied Arts in Sudbury and
in my own department, and Karl Jirgens,
Chair of English at Algoma University College in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario (affiliated
with Laurentian U). Below is a summary of
those conversations which together reveal the
relative merits of ACCUTE membership.
Cambrian College no longer has an English
Department but rather English inst~ctors
who are tied to such Schools as Business,
Creative Arts, and Open Learning, where
Rick Cooper teaches. In his courses--writing,
public speaking, media, and philosophy for
fine arts , among them--Cooper occasionally
"
teaches literature, but some of hIs peers In
other Schools never do. Fifteen to eighteen
hours per semester is the nonnal teaching
load. Class size remains comparatively small.
Cambrian had a discrete English Department
until independent administrative units were
deemed too expensive. Also too expensive is
funding for Professional Development for
Cambrian's English faculty.
Sabbatical applications are approved only if
they fit Cambrian's corporate agenda, Cooper
states, which is to say applications whose

projects result in revenue for the coll~ge.
Faculty are pressured to have a market on~n
tat ion and so do not enjoy any degree of Immunity from market values in their research.
Cooper was direct in his assessment. of the
place of English at his college: there I~ nothing sacred about its study; he and hIs colleagues prepare students for the workplace.
The Ontario government tests th eir success by
questionnaires mailed to students and emplo~
ers asking about how the stud e nt~ fared In
their jobs. Since employers c.ontIrlua.lly report that students with courses In . En glIsh are
good communicators, the EnglIsh courses
have not suffered fiscal penalties. Cooper
commented that the high evaluatio n English
receives in Key Perfonnance Indic ators seems
ironic given that, although English has always
produced "good communicators,." it is only
now being acknowledged for dOI ng so under
apparently questionable methods of evaluation.
His students are pragmatic and occupationally
focused, and so his courses must be. The local mines INCO and FaJconbridgc, employ
many of Cambrian's graduates. Still , interest
in ACCUTE membership persists, says Cooper, because of the relevance of such publica.
tions as the journal and this newsletter.
In the other category of Ontario colleges is
Algoma in Sault Ste. Marie, .where a disc~ete
English Department exists With four full-time
faculty and an average of six scssionals
yearly who offer the Laurentian th rce- and
four- year English degrees, and who are as
well linked with a Fine Arts Studies Program.
The members of Algoma's departm ent remain
active scholars, some of them indeed already
ACCUTE members, attending the annual con(Continued (In page 3)
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ferencc and giving papers. The main value
of ACCUTE to them, according to Karl Jirgens, is the conference itself where they
can exchange information with Canadian
colleagues.
Both the exchange, which
keeps them current as teachers and scholars
over many fields, and the fact that it takes
place among Canadians more or less exclusively, are unique advantages. Because of
generous Professional Development funding, travel to the annual conference remains feasible. Jirgens, who has edited a
journal himself for many years, praised the
respectability of English Studies in Canada
and its value to ACCUTE members.
Algoma's English Department sees itself as
no different from that of any other small
liberal arts college which prepares students
for further study; indeed, a number of their
students continue onto graduate school and
fare well there. Although Algoma has defined itself as primarily a teaching institution, and in fact the members of the English Department regularly teach overloads
in order to offer their program adequately,
research has also been encouraged in recent years.

SSHRC's Initiative on the New Economy
SSHRC's newest initiative, according to
information on a CD I received from
SSHRC entitled "Launching the Initiative
on the New Economy," July 2001, favours
relevant research.

I

(Somehow making access to the program's 'III
specifications dependent upon computer
audio capability speaks volumes, since the
thrust of this initiative is towards "the net- ~
worked society.")
,

Born in 2000 in response to" the phenomenal growth of knowledge," the INE, Renaud notes, is the largest research initiative
ever created in Canada: $100 million over
five years. While SSHRC has set the parameters of the INE, the funded activities
are to be determined entirely by the researchers, Renaud states. Relevance, however, must be demonstrated in the proposal,
and in fact a new SSHRC committee, the
Relevance Committee, has been established
to screen applications before they are sent
out for peer review.
Renaud quotes Paul Martin who announced
the funding in his October 2000 Budget
Update. Martin calls for, among other
goals, establishing life long learning as a
reality. Renaud stresses that the competition is open to all disciplines in the Social
Sciences and Humanities.
Ultimately, the point of the initiative in his
view is to contribute to the public debate
on these new developments and, through
new research partnerships, to increase the
research capabilities at our universities.
More than 100 researchers were consulted
in the process of defining the fund.
What follows is a direct transcription of the
web page that introduces visitors to the
INE (http://www.sshrc.ca/english/
programinfo/grantsguide/ine_about.html):
"We are living in a time of significant economic, social and cultural change. People
use various phrases to describe what we are

I will paraphrase SSHRC President Marc
Renaud's overview of the INE as he delivers it on the CD, an overview that you
yourselves can access by visiting www.
sshrc.ca, Program Information, provided,
that
is, that you have access to RealPlayer.
(Continued on page 4) A
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experiencing: the new economy, the knowledge- based economy, the networked society, the learning society, and so on. These
and other terms seem to indicate that new
ways of thinking and taking action are
bringing fundamental changes to our society.
The expansion of knowledge in all fields,
the proliferation of communications technologies, and the globalization of markets
for goods, services and ideas drives the
speed and scale of this change. No one
knows exactly where we are in this evolutionary process or where it will take us.
What we do know is that its effects are dramatic, immediate, and far-reaching ....
The overall goal is to help Canada and Canadians adapt successfully to and reap the
benefits of the New Economy. The specific
objectives for the Initiative on the New
Economy are to:
•
foster excellent research, with emphasis
on innovative and multidisciplinary approaches;
• deepen understanding of the New Economy;
• extend and develop research partnerships involving the public, private and
not-for-profit sectors;
•
inform decision-making in the public
and private sectors.
The INE program will focus on four major
areas of research regarding the New Economy: general new economy issues. management and entrepreneurship. education and
lifelong learning.

first time, non-Canadian researchers collaborating with a principal applicant based
at a Canadian institution will be eligible to
receive support for the direct costs of their
research. SSHRC believes that international
co-applicants will bring new perspectives
and make valuable contributions to research
projects."

Welcome to the Graduate TA
Mutasem Qafisheh joined the ACCUTE office in mid-September as a GT A working ten
hours per week with us, and his computer
expertise and congenial manner have been
appreciated. Mutasem graduated with a BA
in Computer Science from Algoma UC and
is a full-time student in Laurentian's Interdisciplinary MA in Humanities. Welcome
and thanks.
Congress Plenaries
We are pleased to include here more details
about Marjorie Stone's and Alberto
Manguel's plenary talks. At my suggestion,
the ACCUTE executive agreed to replace a
third plenary speaker chosen by us and
funded by ACCUTE with the Congress's
highlighted speaker for next year's meetings,
Toni Morrison. Because Morrison, AfricanAmerican novelist, essayist, and Nobel laureate, is giving two of her three lectures during ACCUTE's meeting days, we are including those talks in our program as plenary
sessions because we feel sure that ACCUTE
members will want to attend them . Details
about the talks will appear in March.

Among other notable features of the INE,
for the first time in a SSHRC program, researchers from the not-for-profit sector may
apply as principal applicants. Also for the
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Symposium on
Book & Print Culture

Toronto Press decided to establish Studies in '"' I,' - .
Book and Print' Culture and invite Leslie
(
Howsam (History, Windsor) to become General
Editor
with a small international advisory comMay 28, 2002, at the Congress of the Social
mittee.
The response to the Series announceSciences and Humanities to be held at the Uniment,
over
the past few months, has taught us
versity of Toronto.
that there are many people, in Canada and elseA one-day Symposium at this year's Congress where, who are deeply involved in such studies,
will be the first occasion for scholars working but who are not part of the networks estabin a broad range of humanities and social sci- . lished either within the existing learned socieence disciplines in Canadian universities to ' ties, or by SHARP.
meet on the common ground of studies of book
and print cultures. The gathering will celebrate This year's program features a handful of Caand draw upon an impressive body of academic nadian scholars who have accepted an invitaactivity within Canada, and at the same time tion to contribute to the initial symposium. We
extend its disciplinary boundaries and increase now invite others who share this interest to attend and participate, not only in discussion of
its numbers.
the papers but in contemplation of similar
Book History, histoire du livre, print culture events at future colloquia, perhaps even a Sociand related studies are burgeoning in Canada as ety which could issue calls for papers and enelsewhere. National histories of the book are in gage in other academic activities.
print or at the research stage in several countries, notably the History of the Book in Canada
project. There is an international Society for
the History of Authorship, Reading and Publishing (SHARP) in which Canadians are well
represented. There are programs and courses
on the subject at several Canadian universities.
Nor is this a new discipline, despite sometimes
strident claims to the contrary: the Bibliographical Society of Canada, the several organizations devoted to the study of languages and
literatures, and the Canadian Historical Association have long supported scholarship of the
kind- now identified under the "book history /
print culture" rubric. At the same time, however, approaches to the subject by way of Cultural Studies and Communication Studies have
generated alternative interdisciplinarities.
This combination of new and traditional approaches was the reason why the University of

Contacts:
Leslie Howsam
Department of History,
University of Windsor,
Windsor. ON N9B 3P4
Phone: (5\9) 253-3000 x2330
Email: Ihowsam@uwindsor.ca

or
Siobhan McMenemy
Acquisitions Editor,
Cultural Studies, Canadian Film, Literature &
Book History
University of Toronto Press,
lOSt. Mary Street, Suite 700,
Toronto, ON, Canada, M4Y 2W8
Phone:: (416) 978-2239 x23!
Fax: (416) 978-4738
Email: smcmenemy@utpress.utoronto.ca
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Graduate Student Report
Sherry Doyle
( (Memorial University)
I'd like to begin by providing you with my email
address which was (as I'm sure many of you now
know) incorrectly listed in the September 200 I
newsletter. You can contact me at
f43smd@morgan.ucs.mun.ca If you have any questions, comments or information on campus happenings that you want to send my way, please get in
touch with me at the above address. I welcome your
input and interest and apologize for any inconvenience caused to those of you who were not able to
reach me via email throughout the fall.
In addition, I'm very pleased to welcome five new
graduate student campus representatives: Sarah Emsley (Dalhousie), Colin Galinski (Queen's), Lorna
Hutchison (McGill), Karen Selesky (British Columbia) and Jordan Smith (Victoria). The quest for new
representatives is, however, an ongoing process and
we are still seeking reps for a number of campuses.
If you are interested in becoming a grad rep for your
campus or simply want more information on the
matter, please contact me.
I'd also like to acknowledge the work of Linda
Morra who has been diligently updating the GSC
web page throughout the fall; it can now be accessed through http://www.uottawacalacademicl
artsIengiish (then click "Graduate Programmes"
then click "Graduate Student Caucus Index - ACCUTE"). Here you will find a list of ACCUTE's
current graduate student campus representatives, as
well as Calls for Papers, etc., of interest to graduate
students.
My warmest wishes to all of you for a safe and
happy holiday season and for a productive and
prosperous New Year .

Calls for Papers (General)
Law, Literature, Postcoloniality
(tentatively scheduled: January 2003)
This special issue of ARIEL will explore the intersections of law and literature within the contexts of postcolonial theory.
Possible topics include: representations of law and legal mechanisms
within postcolonial literatures and/or
film; "literary" aspects of postcolonial
law; psychoanalysis and law; legal
discourses; queer theory and law; law
and feminisms; colonial law and first
nations systems of governance; single
author studies of lawlliterature theorists (e.g., Boyd White, Weisberg,
Bourdieu, Foucault, de Certeau, Cornell, or Fanon); censorship; law and
popular culture; postcolonial aspects
of the Anglo-American law and literature movement; legal genres.
Completed essays are due on August
15,2002.
For further information contact:
Gary Boire,
Department of English,
Wilfrid Laurier University,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2L 3C5
Email: gboire@wlu.ca

.~~------------------------------------------------------------------~~.
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Anne Bailey
(University of Alberta)
Since my last report I have fmally managed to
fulfill one of my stated goals as your sessional
representative. As promised, I have c~culated .a
survey of part-time staffmg and working condItions to all English departments in hopes of collecting and tabulating a set of reliable statistics
which should help us outline the "sessional
situation" as it stands in Canada as of fall 2001.
Although the surveys were sent only two weeks
ago, I have already received several ~esponses,
so I am extremely hopeful that we wtll have a
good rate of return which will ensure the credibility of the results. Thanks to all those who
have taken the time to fill out and return the surveys, and to those who have yet to do so, I am
looking forward to hearing from you soon.
I succeeded in timing the distribution of the surveys with Fair Employment Week which took
place Oct. 28 to Nov. 3. I alerted your Chairs to
this North American-wide initiative and know
that severa) departments recognized the work of
sessional and part-time faculty in some way over
the week. I'd love to hear what occurred in your
department!
In the rest of my report, I want to call attention
to an issue which is often ignored in our departments: the tendency in appointment committees
to overlook applications from long-tenn sessional or part-time faculty in favour of newly
graduated PhDs. This is especially relevant right
now as several stories are circulating in the media which suggest that universities will soon be
unable to staff their classrooms because of an
extreme shortage of eligible PhDs.
Last spring, for instance, Henry Jacek, president
of the Ontario Federation of University Faculty

dicting that Canadian and American graduate
schools will not be able to meet the coming demand for new PhDs in Ontario universities.
What disturbs me about Jacek's article is that
part-time fachlty are strangely absent from his
argument. While he notes that full-time faculties
have shrunk by over 12% during the 1990s, he
fails to note that departments have continued to
provide education to increasing numbers of undergraduates because of the labour of parttimers. His warning about a future faculty shortage clearly implies that, although sessionals currently do the work of those faculty who retired
throughout the '90s, we are not capable of doing
the job in a full-time capacity if the academic
job market should explode as he predicts. Instead, he unself-consciously assumes that only
the "new PhD" will be an adequate replacement
for the upcoming losses in the full-time faculty
ranks.
Sadly, Jacek's arguments reflect prevailing ~ir
ing practices. Candidates who have only Just
fmished, or are about to fmish, their PhDs generally have greater currency on the job market
than candidates who have been teaching with
completed PhDs for five years or more. Few
long-time part-timers are hired on a full-time
basis by their departments to do the work
they've been doing for years on a part-time basis. (This generalizai;~n may be based upon anecdotal evidence, but the weight of that evidence
still needs to be taken seriously.) Considering
the experience and research that several longtime sessionals bring to the application process,
the tendency to overlook their files in favour of
younger andlor newer scholars needs to be interrogated. Why is the potential of an unknown
scholar more valuable to a department that the
proven work and production of an established
(even if hired on a series of contracts) scholar
(Continued on page 8)
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and teacher? Why is the promise of an upcoming
manuscript more intriguing than a well-reviewed
book?
In the next few weeks and months, as many of
you go through the process of making new appointments, I'd encourage you to keep the following questions in mind when evaluating the
file of a person who has been teaching part-time
for a number of years either inside or outside
your dept.:
Am I rejecting this applicant solely on the
basis that s/he received the PhD over four or
five years ago? If so, is this sufficient reason
for rejecting hirnlher?
2 Has the candidate produced a reasonable
amount of research given the following conditions?:
a)
the teaching load s/he has carried
(often in order to pay the bills) and the
lack of institutional support given to PT
faculty for research, equipment or travel
b)
the inaccessibility of most small and large
research grants and the resulting inability
to travel to various libraries and archives
and the likelihood that the candidate did
not have summers in which to do research
c)
the maternity or parental leaves which
might have interfered with a research
schedule.
3 In the case of a candidate who has a book on
his/her ~ am I allowing this candidate the
same amount of time to get a new project
underway as I would give myself after fmishing a major project?
4 Is this person an excellent teacher according
to teaching evaluations (from both students
and peers)? Has s/he taught a variety of
courses both in and outside of his/her area?
What sort of preparation and knowledge
would be needed for such teaching? What

5

6
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sort of time would several new preparations
take?
If the person is someone in Illy own department, am I discounting the application on
the basis of over-familiarity? Am I evaluating his/her performance as a teacher and
researcher with fairness? Or is Illy desire for
a fresh face who might out-perform this person or who could come in and "shake up"
the current mix of the department skewing
my evaluation of the file?
Finally, am I rejecting this file on the basis
of the candidate's age?

It is true that many long-time part-timers either
cannot or decide not to maintain their research
records in addition to the heavy I,.~aching and
marking loads they often carry. Many go off the
job market as a result of this decision. I-Iowever,
it is crucial, I think, for full-time faculty to keep
in mind what sort of potential many long-term
part-time faculty have (still!) especially when
their cvs include evidence of ongoing research in
spite o/the significant hardship involved in producing it. Considering their records to date,
imagine the research they are Iikeiy to produce if
given the money, security, time and space in
which to do it!

Any thoughts or comments?
ley@ualberta.ca

Email: aebai-

Works Cited

Jkcek. Henry. "The Faculty Shortage Crisis."
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Calls for Papers (General)

I

I

2002 Meeting
I COCH/COSH
"Inter/Disciplinary Models, Disciplinary

I

I Boundaries: Humanities Computing
and Emerging Mind Technologies"
Congress of the Social Sciences and Humanities
May 26-8, 2002
UToronto / Ryerson Polytechnic
COCH-COSH/ACCUTE Joint Session
I ·Theorizing Computer Games: Do We
I Need a New Theory?
I
I Although late to the scene, humanities
scholars have begun definI ing approaches to computer
I game scholarship, the most
I common being rooted in
studies of narrative, cinema,
I and dramatic performance.
As promising as these perspectives are, Espen Aarseth
.
II" caut'lOllS agamst
t he oft, repeated mistake he finds in
many recent approaches to
digital media: " .. . the race is on to conquer and colonize these new territories
for our existing paradigms and theories,
often in the form of 'the theoretical perspectives of <fill in your favorite theory/
theoretician here> are clearly a predic. tion of / description of <fill in your favorite digital medium here'." (Aarseth,
1999,31 & 32)

I

I

IThis

joint session between COCH!
for Computing in the
! Humanities) and ACCUTE will address
~e problem--if, in fact, there is a prob-

I COSH(Consortium

~

lem--with theorizing computer games
from perspectives used to explain narrative, cinema, and dramatic performance.
If theoretical perspectives for analyzing
non-digitally interactive forms of art and
culture potentially represent computer
games as something they are not, then
what are the new questions we must ask
about computer games that require new
paradigms and theories? What is there
about computer games that makes them
so different from other forms of culture
that they need their own theory? Can
computer games be understood in terms
of narrative, cinema, or dramatic performance? Or does their use of character, plot, time, space,
interactivity,
userinitiated sequencing,
su bj ect positioning,
special effects, and new
computer technologies
require a new theory of
computer games?
Proposals for presentations are invited that address these and
other questions related to the theorization of computer games.
Submit by email or snail mail a full paper or 500-word abstract plus a short bio
and cv by January 15 to:
Andrew Mactavish
McMaster University
School of the Arts
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario CANADA L8S 4M2
mactavis@mcmaster.ca
-----
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Professional Concerns
Miriam Nichols
Chair, Professional Concems Committee
(University College of the Fraser Valley)
Since a newsletter ago, Professional Concerns
discussions have focussed on organizing the panels we have planned for ACCUTE 2002. These
are filling up very quickly, but as I write there is
room on all of them, so do contact the appropriate panel chair if you would like to participate.
As a reminder, here they are again (please see
the fall newsletter for descriptions):

... Calls for~pers

The Christianity and Literature
Study Group (one of the Allied II
Associations) invites proposals
or papers on any aspect of religion and literature for its meetings
at the 2002 Congress at Univer~

sity of Toronto

~ ~:I~:~:~~m:~
. .

1. The Ethics of Vetting
Chair, Anne Quema: anne.quema@acadiau.ca
2. Academic Dishonesty
Chair, Miriam Nichols: mfaith 1738@shaw.ca
3. ACCUTE and the Political
Chair, Miriam Nichols
4. Teaching Writing: Beyond the Critical Essay
Chair, Lorne Macdonald: macdonal@ucalgary.ca
Depending on the response we get, we would
like to structure some of the panels as roundtable
discussions requiring brief presentations rather
than papers. If this kind .of presentation interests
you, please contact Miriam for details.
The lines are open in this column for any
"professional concerns" you would like to air. If
you have a story or a gripe to share, or an issue
you would like this committee to address, please
send it to Miriam. We will include an account of
our e-cards in the next newsletter.
Since this is it before the holidays, best of the
season! Mayall your marking be light.

(Gen~raI111

sions from doctoral

students

and contributions to sessions on
pedagogy and literary theory.
Member-organized sessions are
also encouraged.
Please send submissions
(electronic ones preferred) by
January 15, 2002 to:
Dr. Barbara Pell
Department of English
Trinity Western University
7600 Glover Rd.
Langley, B.C. V2Y 1Y I
PH. 604-513-2121 x3331
FAX 604-513-2010
EMAIL pell@twu.ca

"\
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English Studies in Canada (ESC)
Medieval and Early Modern
Reader Survey
: One concern that
been registered
i from
informal
reader feedback and
in
discussions
iamong members of
. the Editorial Advi:' sory Board is the
low rate of submisi sions to ESC from
... . ~ colleagues working
: ! in the Medieval and
_'"'--_"'""'-..:....._--.,;:;.;.."_~,.;.-'---l.. J Early Modern periods. In order to get
a clearer picture of what might be the factors
involved, as well as to get some advice about
what steps ESC could take in order to improve
the participation rate from those periods, we
decided to do a direct survey.

Ihas

.!

i

Using the website of the Canadian Society for
Medievalists, home pages of individual Departments of English, and the ACCUTE membership directory, we identified just under 100
Canadian scholars working in the field. We
received 24 replies, many of them quite detailed; 6 forms were returned because the recipient was no longer at the address or because the form was not applicable to hislher
research interests. We were delighted with
this good rate of return for a survey of this
type, and we thank everyone very much for
their willingness to help!
The survey asked about new scholars or
graduate students who might be encouraged to

submit an article; about professors who would
be willing to assess manuscripts or review
books; about books by Canadian scholars that
ESC should be reviewing; for suggestions of
themes for special issues; and for any other
suggestions.
The gain in factual information alone was
worth the effort of the survey. Especially
striking were the number of new scholars and
graduate students working in the field who are
not members of ACCUTE or of the Canadian
Society for Medievalists and thus cannot be
readily located when we are looking for people to assess manuscripts or review books. We
have updated our database accordingly.
Just as surprising was the number of new
books by Canadian scholars in these areas that
had not been sent to ESC for review. We are
processing the titles that were reported, but
would again encourage authors to keep ESC
in mind as a forum for introducing their work
to a general audience. We routinely search
many publishers' catalogues and request review copies, but cannot catch everything.
There were a number of interesting, indeed
provocative, suggestions of themes for special
issues. In no particular order, these included:
cultural materialism and medieval studies',
psychoanalytic approaches to older texts; reason and religious toleration in Renaissance
literature; "Representing the Middle Ages";
discourses of devotion; the subject of history;
Old English elegiac poetry; the family; subversive readings of texts; Early Modern English dictionaries and encyclopedias as tools for
literary interpretation; attitudes towards
(Continued on page 12)
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women and sexuality; ethical uses of literature; the language or voice of minorities (women, ethnic groups, social minorities); the death of Marxist criticism',
Shakespeare on film .

r~~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~·~
· ~~,~

ICalis f~r p~pers- (G~~~r~l)
'
Auto/biography in Canada

I

:I
'I

This session will focus on any aspect of :
autobiographical representation or life
writing in the Canadian context. Proposals are particularly welcome on the
following topics:

Some of the advice, such as the need for
more Medieval sessions at the annual
meeting, seemed aimed more at ACCUTE than ESC. A number of people
pointed out that it would be good to
have special sessions on the suggested
topics at ACCUTE -- these would draw
contributions and could become the basis for a theme issue or cluster of articles in ESC.

•
•

•
•
•

Obviously, there is no shortage of ideas,
and perhaps publishing this short list
will move someone to organize sessions
at the ACCUTE meeting around one or
more of the topics, and/or to propose in
more detail a topic for a special issue of

•
•

•

ESC.
Again, we are grateful for the care with
which people responded to the survey. It
has given us a clearer sense of what the
interests and concerns are of Canadian
scholars working in Medieval and Early
Modern literature, and a greater appreciation of the exciting research being
done in these areas. We hope, of course,
that at least some of the results of this
research will be submitted to ESC.

:!

auto/biography and "Otherness"
auto/biography and trauma narrative
auto/biography and Canadian literature canonicity
popular memoir in Canada: politicians, convicts, sports stars, act ivists, musicians
auto/ethnography and oral life history
auto/biography and nationhood
ghost writing, collaborative auto/
biography, alternative technologies
for self-representation
theories of auto/biography and subjectivity in a Canadian context

IPlease send three copies of proposals

I

'

'
I

I

I

i'
!i

I;

i:

!,
!

(300-500 words) and a 50-word bioI
;
bibliographic note by January 15, 2002
to:
,I

I!
: I

Julie Rak
Dept. of English
HC 3-5
University of Alberta
, Edmonton, AB

Ii

:I

I

Arnd Bohm and Mary Jane Edwards

(Carleton University)

I

i 1

i;

iT6G2E5

I

i
J
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HSSFC [sic] Report
Noreen Golfman
(Memorial University)

Scholarly Publication Program. President Pat
Clements (Alberta) circulated an ambitious
agenda. Highlights include:

What's in a name? Lots of confusion. After
almost ten years under the banner of the Humanities and Social Sciences Federation of
Canada (HSSFC), the umbrella organization
formed by the merger of the CFH and the
SSFC has grown tired of being mistaken for
the SSHRC. And who can blame them/us?
At its recent annual meeting the General Assembly approved a recommendation of the
Board to change the name from the HSSFC to
the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences (CFHSS). The
French name also changes, of course (from
Federation canadienne des sciences humaines
et social) to the more elegantly simple
Federation canadienne des sciences humaines (FCSH). French is so much more sensible in its inclusive identification of humanities and social sciences as sciences humaines.
It just doesn't translate correctly into English,
however, and so we still have five letters in
our revised acronym. If you are still reading
this paragraph you are amazing and should be
commended. Now on to the actual business of
the CFHSS.

l~

The meetings of this newly named august
body in November were well attended. In fact,
the General Assembly counted more partici- .
pants than at any time in the history of the
merged organization. This was a good sign of
growing support and appreciation for the Federation's many activities, from the Breakfast
on the (Parliament) Hill Series of lectures to
the impressive responsibilities of the Aid to

a draft Strategic Plan for the Federation. This document was circulated by the planning committee to the
executive and then on to the Board,
after which the wider assembly discussed a summary version. The Plan
aims to stimulate discussion about the
next five years of the Federation and
to map a course of action. It's time. A
shifting climate of interest in Ottawa,
one generating a lot of wind about research funding for professional and
science & technology sectors of the
university at our expense, demands
our attention. The Federation, which
represents all of us ever more forcefully in Ottawa, must speak pointedly
to this climate and to its consequences
on our own research and teaching activities. When this Plan takes more
formal shape I will be sure that it
takes up space in our newsletter so
everyone can read it.
a well-defined fund-raising campaign. On the strength of his fundraising achievements for the Arts Faculty at the University of Alberta, Professor Robert Merrett (English) has
been designated a new Vice-President
of the Federation. Rob Merrett's duties involve raising lots of $$$$$$$$$
$$ for the Federation, enabling financial autonomy - and that means, less
or no dependence on SSHRC for our
(Continued on page J4)
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own operations. What this really
means for us at the association level
is the possibility of a Federation-run
secretariat in charge of association
business. It might come to pass, and
sooner than later, that the Federation
would relieve our burdened association offices, presidents, and secretaries, of administering a clumsy database, sending out membership reminders, pushing paper about the annual Congress, and so on. Naturally,
associations across the humanities
and the social sciences are eager to
see such an infrastructure in place.
Be warned: the next time you answer
the phone Rob Merrett might be on
the other end of it. He's chatty, passionate about the Federation, persistent, and pushy about securing your
tax-benefit donations, as he must be.
He conquered: I gave.
Other Assembly business included the
announcement of the newly elected
President of the Federation: Professeur
Guy Leforest (Laval) will assume his
full duties this time next year. Many of
you will remember Guy as one of the astonishingly good-natured coordinators of
the 2001 Laval Congress.
As always there was much venting about
the vulnerability of Arts faculties, language departments, and basic humanities
research. There was also skepticism
about the impact of the Tri-Council Policy Statement on Ethics in Research on
our own disciplinary practices, concern

and curiosity about SSHRC's expensive
proposal to establish a national research
data archive/center, and dismay at how
few women still comprise the full-time
faculty complement (26.2%), the senior
administration (16.7%), and the Canada
Research Chairs (16.5%) at our universities.
The meetings were also a happy occasion
to honour ACCUTE super star Judith
Herz (Concordia) for her I8-year long
(surely a lifetime achievement?) contribution to the Federation and more recently to the management of the Aid to
Scholarly Publication Program. I believe
we raised more glasses to Judith over the
weekend than there are books published
in the Program.
On the whole, and in spite of the shared
grumbling about diminishing resources
and how our campuses are suffering from
science and tech envy, the meetings were
positive and informed. The job market is
looking looser, brighter, and friendlier
for our graduating doctorial students. The
challenge is to ensure that we graduate
enough Canadian scholars in the next
few years to fill the enormous gap
opened up by retiring faculty. We require
the financing and the support to do so and that's why the Federation has such a
vital role to play in articulating those
needs.
Finally, everyone is now looking forward
to high participation at the Toronto Congress in 2002 where, I hope, I will see
most of you again soon.
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Congress Plenaries

movement, and the interpretive practices of
literary history. It considers some of the racialized geographic spaces associated with the
NOBEL LAUREATE TONI MORRISON
"curse" of slavery; the representations and disWILL GIVE TWO PUBLIC LECTURES DURplacements of these geographies within the
ING THE ACCUTE MEETINGS.
differing textual spaces of the published text
and the manuscript page; and the spatial pracRacial Geographies and Manuscript tices that organize literary histories and doTopographies: The Brownings, Fre- mains of knowledge (involving demarcations
derick Douglass and Genealogies of by race, gender, and genre as well as geograSlavery
phy and nationality). Drawing on a topographical analysis of manuscript evidence, it
"I would give ten towns in Norfolk (if I had argues that Barrett Browning's abolitionist
them) to own some purer lineage than the poem, "The Runaway Slave at Pilgrim's
blood of the slave! Cursed are we from gen- Point," follows a trajectory determined in part
eration to generation!"
by the Narrative of Frederick Douglass. An
American Slave (1845): a literary genealogy
So Elizabeth Barrett wrote to Robert Brown- unexplored to date because the categories of
ing in their courtship correspondence, allud- literary history and the gendered neglect of
ing to the West Indian family roots both poets Barrett Browning's geographically dispersed
shared through their fathers. He, in turn, told manuscripts have rendered it invisible.
of his father's experience of slavery and his
repudiation of his plantation inheritance in St. Speaker: Marjorie Stone
Kitts, saying, "If you question him about it, he Marjorie is currently Assistant Dean, Reshuts his eyes involuntarily and shows exactly search, Faculty ofArts and Social Sciences,
the same marks of loathing" as when "a piece & Professor, English & Women's Studies at
of cruelty is mentioned. The "word 'blood,' Dalhousie University.
even, makes him change colour."

Against Boundaries
More than a century of dubious speCUlations
that one or both of the Brownings had mixed
racial blood suggests the sterility of the fixation to date on tracking family lineages. Critiquing the politics of race and gender implicit
in these biographical speculations, this paper
argues for an alternative approach, one that
situates the Brownings' relations with colonial
slavery within the cultural geographies and
literary genealogies produced by the Atlantic
slave trade, the trans-Atlantic abolitionist

A discussion of literature as a place beyond
the fictions of "geographies, genres and genders."
Speaker: Alberto Manguel
At the end of 2000, Alberto published a book
entitled, Reading Pictures, and is currently
working on another.
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. Canadian Association of Chairs of
; English (CACE) Executive Meeting,
\ November 2001
Keith Wilson (University of Ottawa),
CACE President
The CACE
Executive
(Nancy
Batty [Red
Deer],
Shannon
Hengen
[Laurentian],
David
McNeil
[Dalhousie], Katherine Quinsey
[Windsor], Jo-Ann Wallace [Alberta],
Keith Wilson [Ottawa]) again met electronically during November to plan the
CACE agenda for next year's Toronto
Congress. This virtual meeting seems
again to have been as generative as (if,
unavoidably, somewhat more impersonal than) an actual meeting, which is
ways both difficult and expensive
given the wide geographical dispersal of
Executive members.
The following is the tentative programme agreed upon for next year's
CACE meeting, to be held on May 24th,
the day before the Congress proper
opens. It has been put together primarily from suggestions advanced at this
year's Laval meeting:
I. Report on Hiring (David McNeil) .
David agreed at the 2001 Laval
meeting to take over from Paul Stev-

2.

3.

4.

S.

"

ens (Queen's) the annual report on
academic hiring at Canadian Departments of English. CACE and ACCUTE are both very grateful to Paul
for the sterling work he has done on
th is survey over the last few years,
and we are equally grateful that
David is willing to continue the considerable work involved in what has
established itself as a most useful
indicator of employment patterns in
our discipline.
A session on the increasing pressures for departments to take active
roles in recruitment, marketing, and
fundraising.
A session on interdisciplinarity, and
its effects in both curriculum and
hiring practices.
A session on spousal hiring policies,
or lack of policies, and the implications for staff recruitment and retention.
A session on the Canada Research
Chair programme. This will address
CRC impact both on larger departments that might reasonably expect
to receive such chairs and, just as
importantly, on smaller departments
that will probably not benefit from
this programme, and might arguably
be disadvantaged in their staffing
situation as a result of its existence.

This is the present outline, subject to
modification after potential panelists
have been approached. The main modi(Continued on page /7)
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fication if any occurs is likely to be the
addition of a session on on-line teaching.
All Chairs are urged both to renew their
membership in CACE and to attend
what promises to be a most stimulating
series of sessions next year. A membership renewal form will be distributed
with the next CACE Newsletter, and
can also be downloaded from the CACE
website (Our Secretary-Treasurer, Kath erine Quinsey, has overseen the development of this website, which is a
fast-evolving resource that contains a
number of features that will be very
helpful to CACE members, including a
geographically-based search agent for
the Membership Directory, details of
the CACE Hiring Survey, and reprints
of selected items from past CACE
Newsletters.
ACCUTE members are invited to encourage their Chairs to become active
members of CACE, since it is an organization whose deliberations potentially have significant effect on the administrative policies and philosophies
of Departments of English, of every size
and nature, throughout Canada. I welcome comments from ACCUTE members on matters that they would like to
see drawn to the attention of CACE.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
• ACCUTE Bits & Bites

•
•
•

•

English Studies in Canada Grant
Congratulations to the editorial
team of English Studies in Canada
especially Mary Jane and Arnd, '
who have written another successful SSHRC grant application, giving the journal more than $10,000
annually for the next three years.
• That award seems to show that ESC
•• is thriving.
•
•
•
•
•
:

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

ACCUTE Newsletters
•
The passwords for the next few edi- •
tions of the online version of the
•
ACCUTE newsletter are:
•

•

• December - http://www.laurentian. •
• ca/accute/newslett/winter200I.html •

•
••

•

March - http://www.laurentian.ca/·
• accute/newslett/spring2002.html
•

•

••

June - http://www.laurentian.ca/
• accute/newslett/summer2002.html

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
••

Member News
If you have any interesting news to
share about yourself or any member
of ACCUTE, please email us at:
accute@nickel.laurentian.ca

In the subject line of the email,
• write "Member News."

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Shannon Hengen, President
English Dept., Laurentian University
Sudbury, ON P3E 2C6
(705) 675-1151 ext. 4343
shengen@nickel.laurentian.ca
Neil Bcsner, President Elect
English Dept., University of Winnipeg
515 Portage Ave.
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neil.besner@uwinniQeg.ca
Marilyn Orr, Secretary-Treasurer
English Dept., Laurentian University
Sudbury, ON P3E 2C6
(705) 675-1151 ext. 4348
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Manina Jones, Member at Large
English Dept.,
University of Western Ontario
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Miriam Nichols, Member at Large
English Dept.,
University College of the Fraser Valley
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English Dept.,
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English Dept., University of Ottawa
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access to the annual conference
eligibility for travel assistance to present at the conference

a subscription to the quarterly journal English Studies in Canada
access to ACCUTE's website resources, which include a listing of academic employment opportunities in Canada
access to ACCUTE's listserv, a forum that encourages discussions on a variety of issues relevant to college and university English instruction and research
a copy of the ACCUTE membership Directory

Additional InCormation
To Be Completed by Those Applying Cor Household Memberships
Second Householder's Name: --:-_________________________
o Renewal
0 New Member
Institution and Address:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Postal Code_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone (work): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(home): _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Fax:
Email:

-------- - - -- - - - -- --

ProCessional Designation: 0 Professor 0 Associate Professor 0 Assistant Professor
College Professor 0 Graduate Student 0 Sessional 0 Retired Faculty
o Other: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

o

Main Area oC Specialization: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Additional Areas: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Languages: ___________________________________________________________
Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE discussion group? 0
Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE sesslonals discussion group? 0
Please detach and send to:
Marilyn Orr
Secretary-Treasurer
ACCUTE, Department of English
Laurentian University
Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2C6

~-------------------------------------------~
ACCUTE 2001-2002 Membership Form
Member's Name:
D Renewal D New Member

---------------------------------------------

Institution:
Delivery Address: ____________________________________________
Postal Code:
I Phone (work): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (home): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fax:
Email:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Professional Designation: D Professor D Associate Professor D Assistant
Professor D College Professor D Graduate Student D Sessional
D Retired Faculty D Other (Please specify): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Main Area of Specialization: ___________________________
Additional Areas:
Authors:
Languages: ________________________________________

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE discussion group? D
Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE sessionals discussion group? D
I enclose:
D The regular membership fee of $80
D A $5 donation to be directed to the Canadian Federation for the Humanities
and Social Sciences
D The reduced membership fee of$40 (sessionals, part-time faculty, graduate students,
retired faculty, underwaged)
D The household membership fee of$130 (two memberships, one subscription to
ESC). Please also complete the form on the reverse.
D The three-year membership fee of $205
-------------------------------------------~

